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"WE STARTED LIKE EVERY OTHER RUG COMPANY—WE COLLECTED OLD RUGS,” SAYS THE RUG

ARTISTRY, CRAFTSMANSHIP
AND GRACE:
the industry. It was either antique rugs or copies of antique rugs! Anything called modern was just really safe
ROBERT
KUO
and didn’t have any real design process.” As her husband and partner Christopher Sharp puts it, “At the
turn
Company cofounder Suzanne Sharp. “We lived in the Middle East for a while and were surrounded by these
beautifully made rugs. We became fascinated by the rug-making process, but there wasn’t anything new in

of last century, Ziegler was still making beautiful rugs, but then the rug business seems to have lost interest
in designing.”
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because it weighs about two thousand pounds. But thankfully

them to make them his own.” Artistry runs deep in the Kuo

opening of China to trade helped spread the interest in and

are intertwined. “Bill Sofield is a great client of

in the end it didn’t have to go through the wall of windows that

family: Robert’s father, Ming Chiao Kuo, was a calligraphy artist

understanding of Chinese arts.” Among the early fans of Robert
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had just been hung.” Now clients come in and are inspired to
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dad in a different direction,” says Karen. “Rather than just

order their own repoussé walls.

throughout Europe learning techniques. “Cloisonné usually has

founder of the California-based furniture company that is now
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purchase pieces, he asked us to manipulate the techniques to

The Kuos want the New York showroom to display the whimsy

very tight, intricate traditional designs,” notes Robert, “but my

part of the Kohler family. “Back in 1984 John would buy our

accommodate the design.” Collaborations now include one

of what they do, too, and it is filled with surprises like larger-than-

father translated the technique he learned in Germany into a

pieces to accessorize his furniture,” Robert recalls, “and he was a
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with Ann Sacks, which started in 2000 and includes ceramic tiles

life-size iterations of Mother Nature’s creations, from penguins

more open, abstract design and created a new color palette.”

huge influence for us to expand beyond decorative accessories.
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(“We love how they are able to produce the trueness of what

and snails to pears and bunches of grapes. “My dad doesn’t

Karen points out the technical challenges of this change. “The

McGuire approached us about doing a lighting collection in
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we do in a totally different medium,” says Karen), and a textile

look at trends,” says Karen. “He’s always studying books, the past,
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collection with S. Harris.
the natural world and food. On his way to Beijing, he stopped by
tarting in high school, I helped my parents do their cloisonné work, every step of the process,” says Robert
The Kuos aren’t ones to shy away from their own challenges, the farmers market in L.A. and picked up two peppers because
Kuo of his childhood on Taiwan. “First a design is etched in wire onto a copper base, then a glass-powder
either. In 2007 they opened a showroom in New York and
he liked their shape. He brought them with him to the artists to
enamel for each different color is filled in, each of which melts at a different temperature and needs firing
wanted to install a 14-foot copper repoussé wall. “The architect
enlarge and reproduce.” The inspiration might be simple, but
every time. The consistency is like wet sand, and in the kiln it melts and contracts to become contained within the
didn’t know what we were getting into, then the contractor
the Robert Kuo artistry is anything but.
metal wires. I was mesmerized by the process the very first time.”
started to get nervous,” Karen remembers. “The sheet metal
to support the wall needed its own container and had to go
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